
 

 

Meeting Comments 
 

SUBJECT: Glenn Highway, MP 34-42 
PROJECT NO.: AKSAS 58104/NH-OA1-5(24) 

GROUP: Public 
DATE: May 22, 2013 

TIME: 4 – 7 pm 
LOCATION: Palmer Community Center (Depot), Palmer AK 

MEETING OUTREACH: See Table 1. Meeting Outreach 
MEETING ATTENDANCE: 135 individuals signed in at the meeting 

STAFF PRESENT: DOT&PF: Jim Amundsen, Robert DeVassie, Ken Chapman, 
Lynda Hummel, Sherri Spangler 
HDL:  Dennis Linnell, Carita Backman, David Lundin,  
Kinney Engineering: Randy Kinney, James Smith, Ron 
Martindale, Jeanne Bowie 
Brooks and Associates: Anne Brooks, Camden Yehle 

MEETING INFORMATION: Present the project to the public and discuss any 
comments/concerns that they have. 

 

Attendees were greeted at the door, asked to sign-in, and briefed on the meeting format as well 
as the location of materials, and availability of project staff to answer their questions. The format 
was open house style with both the Glenn Highway project team and the Palmer-Wasilla 
Highway Eastern Terminus project team available to talk to people. Right-of-Way Acquisition 
staff and materials were available to answer questions about the impending right of way phase of 
the project. Project team members were available to answer questions and received comments 
from the public. These comments, specific to the Glenn Highway MP 34-42 project, are 
summarized below. 

The following written comments were submitted at the meeting: 

• Work with City of Palmer to assure landscaping on raised medians in Palmer and 
“Boulevard” plan. Rename “East Springer” to “North Springer” to conform with “South 
Springer.” Maintain screening berms alongside gravel pit areas. Do not substitute 
vegetated (treed) buffer for earth berms (or solid fencing). 

• Highway project looks good – I’m glad the lights will be timed and only triggered if 
opposing traffic is present. Two lanes inbound should help immensely with “fair” traffic 
in the fall. Thanks for everything you do! 

• Very happy to see bike path. Worried that all the stoplights will extend strip development 
along the Glenn and that corridor will resemble the horror that is Wasilla. Please don’t let 
commercial interests destroy the people-friendly design! 

• I appreciated the opportunity to take a look at the proposed plan and ask questions. It's 
great to see the bike path incorporated into the design. Any and all efforts to prevent 
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Wasilla-style strip-town/development are appreciated. We will find a way to businesses - 
we don't need a million turn-offs for business. Thanks! (Can zoning help prevent this?) 

• The divided highway is definitely the best way. Living just off KGB - left turns are really 
a life-threatening hazard.  

• After having seen the plans for Colleen Street and Mile 38 I don't have too many 
concerns. But I urge you to help us stop the toxic dump plan that they are trying to push 
through. If you want support from the locals, you won't let them destroy the area’s 
beauty. Maybe plant some trees between the Highway plan and Colleen to cut down on 
possible foot traffic from the bike path and noise. Also on the Colleen extension, build a 
beautiful part for kids and dogs, right where they want to dump. Help us, we’ll help you. 

• Looks great. Like the new access Colleen and Grandview. Like the multiuse trail system. 
The sooner it can happen the better. Thank you for your hard work. 

• My neighbors and I would like to urge some form of sound barrier be constructed 
between the Glenn Highway and our subdivisions (three subdivisions - same area). The 
noise is now a problem whenever sleeping, worse with any open window. We anticipate 
more traffic, both from higher speeds as well as stop and go lights. Trucks are already a 
noise problem and truck traffic will increase drastically with two possible mines being 
developed near Sutton. Possibly Earth berms, with vegetation, bushes/trees, would be 
more environmentally, and perhaps cost, efficient from excavated material elsewhere on 
this project than walls. Please feel free to call or email about this possibility.  

• Please continue to consider the safety of the left-hand turn from the State Park 
(Matanuska Lake trailhead) to get back into Palmer. We anticipate more traffic as the 
Matanuska Greenbelt is used more. Thanks for the bike path into the Matanuska Lakes 
State Recreation Area 

• From what I've seen so far, things look good. We're all interested in safe highways with 
adequate signal lights and safe turning possibilities. I own no properties involved, but am 
glad to hear answers to questions I've asked. Thanks for your planning and working for 
communities as they grow and need more highways! 

• Why are you using a wrecking ball when a hammer will do the job? This project is way 
overdone and ridiculously expensive. Leave the properties alone (some of them are 
homeowners who lived in those homes for decades). Put in three lanes – one lane each 
direction with a lane in the middle for turning. Add a few traffic lights, and you're done! 
The project as planned is destructive and completely unnecessary. 

• Would like a copy of big colored map showing my property area. Could be a file. Would 
like gas in my area at 38775 Glenn Highway. 

• Thank you for adding back the driveway access by Taco Bell. 

• How does the bike path look? Is it aesthetically placed? 

• Awesome! Bike\multi-use path! Also awesome: Vermillion extension to intersection with 
signal. I like the solutions to problem intersections like Inner Springer. Neighborhood 
traffic might be a concern, but it is too early to tell. 

• Plans are looking good. Would like to see a traffic light at the Colleen/Grandview 
intersection included in the start up final plans. 
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• Looks super! Much better at mile 38 than the deathtrap that is there now! Like the 
bike/walk path. Future signal is going to be needed. Hard to get on Glenn at times now. 
Start sooner :-) Finished now! :-) 

• Nice clean appearance. Hope you can manage three or four wheel motorized access 
across the highway and upgraded trails. 

• Consider extending the frontage road north from the Lucas property to connect to the 
Greatland Terrace subdivision roads creating a flow. Also I suggest removing the 
Dogwood intersection completely upon the completion of the Bogard Road extension. It's 
a lot more trouble than it's worth. 

• Love every bit of it, especially the change to Colleen. 
The following verbal comments were recorded at the meeting: 

• Several property owners requested copies of the drawings showing the improvements, 
right of way impacts, etc.  

• Echo Lake access needs to be reviewed with the property owners. Existing access to the 
private lake is granted via a public use easement. The location of the new pullout/parking 
area is quite a ways from the public use easement. Consider getting Alaska Departments 
of Natural Resource and Fish and Game together with DOT&PF to discuss how to 
provide access to the lake and possibly expand public use areas. 

• One commenter wanted to know if the team was aware of drainage issues that originate 
in the farmland near E. Drift Lane. The drainage goes through culvers at the church 
driveway entrance and through a drainage channel crossing under S. Blunck Street and to 
a small lake behind the subdivision off E. Cienna Avenue. (The path was annotated on 
the drawings at the meeting.) 

• Noise mitigation was requested between E. Cienna Avenue and Outer Springer 
Loop/Vermillion Drive. Current noise levels affect the sleep of residents. They are 
concerned that the levels will be untenable when two additional lanes are added. 

• This project will effectively remove the current berm in the area of the proposed land fill 
which will provide all Glenn Highway users a view of the facility. 

• The team members received numerous inquiries about the property acquisitions (square 
footage, process, timing, etc.) that were addressed on an individual basis by the Right of 
Way staff present at the meeting. 

• The staff received requests for copies of the drawings. The team referred all to the project 
web site. In cases where a hard copy was requested, the team will follow up and send the 
documents. 

• One property owner at Station 1424+00 (approximate) is concerned about access in and 
out of his property. He feels the traffic entering the highway is too dangerous and should 
be looked at again for possible safety improvements. 

Email comments within one week of the public meeting (all of these comments have been 
responded to): 

• I drive this section of highway often in the winter in order to access recreational 
opportunities in Hatcher Pass and further northeast up the Glenn Highway. I'm very much 
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in favor of a 4 lane separated without additional intersection lighting. Frontage roads with 
designated turnouts on the highway are good. It would also be nice if the project could 
improve the stop sign situation for Parks southbound vehicles turning north onto the 
Glenn. I've seen a number of close calls when Glenn southbound vehicles have been 
forced to brake to avoid vehicles turning across traffic. More or less I would like to see 
the highway traffic maintain highway speeds (until PW Hwy) and not have to slow at 
intersections or for turning vehicles. 

• It has come to our attention that there are several orange and blue surveyor ribbons tied to 
bushes and branches of trees throughout Kepler Inc. property at the west end of Echo 
Lake. We are attempting to find out who placed them there and have them removed. We 
thought it might have to do with marking right of way for widening the Glenn Highway 
but the ribbons are placed unnecessarily far beyond that. Do you possibly know who this 
might have been? Please let us know. 

• My name is Karen Jennings. I live off from Trunk Road, but my children go to school at 
a location at the intersection of Inner Springer and the Glenn Highway (the more southern 
intersection) and I used to go by this area regularly on my way to and from my office in 
Wasilla. It is a rather challenging nightmare around 8 a.m. or about 5 p.m. to turn left 
onto the Glenn from Inner Springer. There is also a road coming out of the subdivision on 
the other side of the Glenn that is not a continuation of Inner Springer, but more to the 
south. Vehicles coming out of there and turning toward Palmer are competing for the 
same space as cars turning left out of Inner Springer. Add to this is the train that runs 
from the gravel pit and blocks Inner Springer late Spring, Summer, and into early Fall. 
There are also school buses that stop before going over those railroad tracks so that traffic 
turning left onto Inner Springer are out on the Glenn blocking traffic until the school bus 
moves. I keep thinking that those trucks barreling down the Glenn are going to hit me 
while I am sitting there waiting to turn left onto Inner Springer from the Glenn. It's a 
horrible intersection and I've been meaning to call the state about it. I did get your 
postcard in the mail today and decided to send you an e-mail. 
Additional turn lanes are not going to fix the problem. There is too much traffic there. I 
am thinking that either a traffic light or a roundabout is called for, because of the two 
roads that meet the Glenn, not quite opposite of each other. Several years ago I had an 
accident at that intersection when a person from New York during fair time pulled out of 
Inner Springer and stopped sideways in the middle of the Glenn, wanting to turn left onto 
the Glenn. I hit him when I was going straight on the Glenn. Luckily, my seat belt 
worked, no one got hurt, and a Trooper saw the accident. The other guy got the ticket. 

Just as a little note, that new roundabout near the hospital is rather a small one compared 
to other ones I've regularly used back east. Perhaps the next one can be a bit bigger?  
Anyway, please fix the intersection at Inner Springer and the Glenn. 

• The team received a request to participate in a radio call in program prior to this public 
meeting that the team declined.  

• The team also received a request to appear before the Palmer Chamber of Commerce on 
June 26, 2013. Project Manager, Jim Amundsen confirmed his availability to present on 
that date. 
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• As we have mentioned numerous times, the Glenn Hwy between Colony Way and the 
Palmer-Wasilla Hwy is within Palmer City Limits and all businesses & residents located 
here will be adversely affected by a meridian which becomes for us a barrier. We will be 
better served and safety greatly improved by the fifth center lane. All stoplights could be 
timed. With the prospect of future changes involving a meridian, one business has 
already moved out of Palmer, and 2 more businesses here are waiting and considering 
doing the same in the event that a meridian be installed. We mention this in case of legal 
action so that all involved know to what extent this decision could damage current 
businesses.  

 

Table 1. Meeting Outreach 

 
Documents on file: 

Sign in Sheets 
Arial photos with design overlay 
Handouts (sign-in sheet, comment sheet, fact sheet, save-the-date card, flashing yellow 
arrow sheet)  
Comment Sheets received at meeting  
Postcard Mailer 
Display Advertising  
Constant Contact email 
Constant Contact email reminder 
 

Date Outreach Method 
05/06/2013 Alaska Online Public Notice 
05/07/2013 Online calendars: Frontiersman, Anchorage Daily News 
05/15/2013 – 
05/21/2013 

Public Service Announcement sent to radio and tv stations (KAGV-AM, 
KAYO-FM, KMBQ-FM, KVRF-FM, KSKA-FM, GCI, KTUU, KTVA) with a 
request to air between May 15 and May 21 

05/03/2013 Postcard Mailer to Glenn Highway MP 34-42 mailing list (3310 total) 
05/07/2013 Frontiersman Display Advertising 
05/15/2013 Anchorage Daily News Display Advertising, Mat-Su Edition 
05/13/2013 Post on ADOT&PF Facebook page 
05/08/2013 Email notice via Constant Contact  
05/18/2013 Email reminder via Constant Contact  


